
Abstract           

Temporary agency work – it´s legislation as well as its practise is the main topic of 

this thesis. It aims not only legal, but also economical and some other aspects. The issue is 

becoming more and more important in relation with unexpected changes at employment 

market. Number of temporary agency workers is expected to rise in near future. This is 

resulting from expectations for high-standard legislation providing efficient protection 

especially for temporary agency workers.      

The first aim is to summarize contemporary legislation in the Czech Republic, 

European Union and International Labour Organization. Next purpose is to point out its main 

problems and interpretation difficulties. Selected chapters illustrate the approach of temporary 

work agencies to some disputable provisions of a statute.    

The thesis is composed of fourteen chapters, each of them dealing with different 

aspects of temporary agency work.         

Chapter One is introductory and defines concept of temporary agency work, focuses 

on situation on employment market and describes the development of legislation.  

Chapter Two provides outline of sources of legislation in the area of temporary agency 

work in the Czech Republic, European Union and International Labour Organization.         

Chapters Three to Ten deal with basic subjects taking part in temporary agency work 

and relations arising among them.  

Chapter Eleven looks at limitation of maximum duration of temporary assignment to 

one user undertaking.          

Chapter Twelve analyses the principle of equal treatment in the Czech legislation and 

compares it with Directive 2008/104/EC.        

Conclusions are drawn in Chapter Fourteen. The author finds necessary to clarify the 

principle of equal treatment, determines insurmountable obstacle of maximum duration of 

assignment to one user undertaking and allows making agreements to complete a job as well 

to assign temporary agency workers. First, there should be wide discussion about the real 

purposes of legislation so it needn´t to be avoided. 

 


